
Q1-  

Q1-    Read the following text and answer the questions below:-  (   5 points  ) 

  

 

 

 

1.Why was Miss Marple very wise?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2.How did Mr. Poirot solve a crime ?------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. A best title for this text can be ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

4. Sherlock Holmes was older than Miss Marple.                   True  /  False : 

5- Answer the following:- .Who is your favourite Detective and why ? 

   My favorite detective is --------------------------------------- because -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Q2-  Use the correct f0rm of comparative or superlative    . (  6  points )                                   

1- Samer  is the -------------------------  (  fat   ) of all. He is the --------------------------------  ( pleasant) one.  

2- Sherlock Holmes was --------------------- ( professional ) than Poirot . 

3- The Shark is  -------------------- (big) than the fish. 

4- Mansaf  is the …………………………( good )  dish for Ahmad ,but  kabab is the …………………………. ( bad ) . 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>                            

 Q3- Write the correct word  next to each definition:     crime  – merchant –suspect – adventure    ( 3 points ) 

1 -Person  whose  business is buying and selling. ------------------------------------ 

2- -An exciting experience. ------------------------------------------------------------ 

3- people think he committed a crime. ---------------------------------------------- 

4-  a bad action that is punished by law------------------------------------------------ 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Q4- Complete with the correct form of past simple. 

1. Ali ------------- ( think )  he  did  his homework. 

2. I ---------------   ( be ) very happy yesterday in my friend's party. 

3. the detective ------------------- ( investigate ) many cases last month. 

4-  Rami ------------------- ( write) a beautiful story . 

5- Sherlock Holmes ………………………………….. ( sit ) at the breakfast table with Watson.  
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 Miss Marple is less famous than Holmes or Poirot ,but more pleasant than them .She didn't look  like a 
detective at all. She lived in a small village in the country and she used her experience of life to solve crimes 
.She was wiser than Holmes because she was older than him . She was the oldest of the three detectives. 
Holmes was the most famous .His method was observation  then making logical conclusions. Mr. Poirot's 
method was to study the minds of the suspects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


